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Ishihara Colour Test Books The Ishihara colour perception test for red-green color deficiencies. The test consists of a
number of colored plates containing a circle of dots appearing randomized in color and size.

Ishihara and other colour vision tests Ishihara and other colour vision tests Numbers, squiggles and the rest
Stilling of Strassburg in and appeared in They are a very quick hand-held test for various forms of
colour-blindness and rely on the identification or non-identification of numbers or shapes against a potentially
confusing coloured background. The first pseudoisochromatic tests from Japan were those designed by Oguchi
Chuta in , but he used them to test soldiers in the Imperial Japanese Army and never published them for wider
use. Our museum does not therefore possess any copies of these. The most famous Japanese
pseudoisochromatic tests were designed by Ishihara Shinobu Professor of Ophthalmology at the Imperial
University of Tokyo between Ishihara produced three manuscript versions, handpainted by himself in
watercolour in the Japanese characters of katakana and hiragana and a third version in Arabic numerals. This
third version developed into the International edition, first published in by the Kanahara Trading Company.
Copies quickly came into widespread use in the West. There have been numerous subsequent editions of these
tests, some separate, others bound together like a book. The edition supplied in Great Britain by H. Ishihara
charts are divided into five groups: For example an anomalous person will misread the number 8 for a 3 Group
3 - should be legible only to people with normal vision Group 4 - should be legible only to people with
impaired colour vision Group 5 - will differentiate protanopes from deuteranopes. Several editions include a
note to the effect that, even when in everyday use, it was recommended that the practitioner keep the book
closed to prevent colour fading. The chart may have been produced in a foreign language using unfamiliar
characters. They are very adaptable in this way. The picture shows a Far-eastern version from the second
quarter of the 20th century contained in a folder bearing oriental script on the front. The donor travelled in the
Far East during the Second World War and brought this back with him as a souvenir. In a 9th edition,
containing 32 coloured plates was issued. In response to the demand for this work from all three branches of
the Services, as well as from many medical men engaged in the examination of personnel, it was decided to
apply to the Patent Office for the necessary licence to reprint, the work being copyright in all countries signing
the Berne Convention. Royalties on copies sold are paid to the Custodian of Enemy Property. Each set
comprises twelve colour test cards consisting of rings of coloured dots. Willibald Nagel was director of
research in sensory physiology at the Berlin Physiologic Institute from and Professor of Physiology at Rostock
from Learning to distinguish colours is just part of our visual development in childhood. On the left are two
stereo vision training cards incorporating colour recognition exercises. This was a set of 33 colour training
cards bearing double photographs with only the primary colours showing, mounted on curving stereoscope
cards. The cards bear images of bottles, teacups, cubes, balls, plastic ducks and toy cats on skis!
Martin-in-the-Fields and a red telephone box. Bateman had a specialist interest in vision development and
worked for many years alongside a child psychologist. Do you have memories of being diagnosed with
defective colour vision? What tests were used? How did it go on to affect your schooling or your job? Email
the museum with your reminiscences. Also in this section.
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Chapter 2 : COLOR VISION TESTS - Procedures for Testing Color Vision - NCBI Bookshelf
For a diagnosis, you should see your vision care professional and be given the complete test using all 24 plates of the
"PIPIC" under controlled testing conditions and the proper lighting. To order the complete test in book form click on the
below picture.

N A conditional is computed in the same way, except that the expected agreements are calculated only for a
particular row or column on which the statistic is conditional. Hypothesis tests have been developed for
Bishop et al. Specific Procedures for Calculating Different Types of Tests Plate Tests The appropriate
procedure is to compare coefficients for reliability and validity. Evaluation of reliability should compare test
and retest data; evaluation of validity should compare plate test data and anomaloscope data. In many cases,
plate tests have been compared with other plate tests of known high validity. This procedure is less desirable
than comparison with a standard anomaloscope. For the FM hue test, calculation of coefficients is possible
only for comparisons of classification data. Other standard statistical procedures, including analyses of
variance, may be used to compare error scores. Anomaloscopes If appropriate technique is used, reliability of
anomaloscope data should be high. If necessary, reliability of match midpoint or matching range can be
evaluated by means of a scatter plot. Instrument values for the anomaloscope on initial testing are plotted
against values obtained on retest. Since match midpoints are usually distributed normally and symmetrically
Lakowski, , a correlation coefficient can be computed. In order to evaluate the validity of new anomaloscopes,
the diagnostic categories obtained from the new anomaloscope i. It is appropriate to use scatter-plot and
correlational analyses to compare match midpoints and matching ranges of two anomaloscopes that have
identical mixture primaries and test wavelengths. In order to compensate for scale differences, however, the
data must either be converted to the comparable scale units devised by Willis and Farnsworth or expressed in
anomalous quotients. It is not appropriate to compare match midpoints, matching ranges, or anomalous
quotients of two anomaloscopes that have different mixture primaries or test wavelengths. Lantern Tests The
reliability of lantern tests may be assessed by coefficients. Since lantern tests are field tests, the assessment of
validity is virtually impossible. Lantern tests, however, may be compared with other color vision tests to check
their agreement. Standard Illuminant C appears slightly bluish white. Natural daylight refers to afternoon
northern sky light in the northern hemisphere. Standard Illuminant C approximates the average spectral
distribution of natural daylight. However, the level of illuminance and spectral composition of natural daylight
are not as constant as can be obtained with an artificial illuminant. Standard Illuminant C can be realized
physically by an incandescent tungsten lamp of appropriate wattage called Standard Illuminant A in
conjunction with a specified liquid filter that changes the spectral distribution to that of Standard Illuminant C.
There are several glass filters that closely approximate the liquid filter. To demonstrate the importance of
using the correct illuminant, a number of investigators showed that if ordinary unfiltered tungsten lamps which
appear yellower than Standard Illuminant C are used, deutan subjects make fewer errors in
pseudoisochromatic plate tests, including the Ishihara, American Optical Co. With the wrong illuminant,
deutans may also make fewer errors in an arrangement test, such as the FM hue test or the Farnsworth Panel D
In addition, protans may show rotation of the error axis. Extreme protanomalous trichromats and protanopes
may even show a deutan pirofile Higgins et al. Thus, unfiltered tungsten lamps cannot be used as illuminants
for these tests, since those lamps will not give correct results. Ordinary window light is too variable in both
illuminance level and spectral composition to be an adequate source for color vision testing. The use of
fluorescent tubes in color testing has been investigated, with variable results Rowland, ; Katavisto, Ordinary
commercially available fluorescent tubes are not generally appropriate for testing color vision. In recent years,
high-quality fluorescent lamps have been developed especially for use in color comparison work. The authors
suggested some caution in using these fluorescents for evaluation of color vision. Very few tests specify the
necessary level of illumination. The City University Test is specified for lux. The majority of researchers
would consider lux to be a minimal level for screening purposes. Screening-test results are not affected by
changes in level of illumination between approximately and lux. If the aim of research is evaluation of color
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discrimination, an illuminant that provides lux is preferable. Error scores on the FM hue test vary with the
level of illumination. Above lux, increased illumination can improve the error scores of observers whose
chromatic discrimination was below average at a lower level. These data make it clear that age norms are valid
only at the level of illumination specified. The Verriest age norms Table are for lux. Lower error scores would
be expected with lux illumination. With reduction in illumination below lux, error scores increase, showing
first a blue-yellow confusion axis at an illumination of 15 lux, and, finally, a scotopic axis as illumination is
reduced to a range of 0. Table lists, describes, and names the supplier of some illuminants that are
commercially available in the United States. The table includes three illuminants that use a tungsten source
with filters, five fluorescent sources, and one xenon source. For some of the illuminants, correlated color
temperature, color-rendering index, and approximate level of illumination are shown. The correlated color
temperature specifies the spectral energy distribution of the source; Standard Illuminant C has a correlated
color temperature of The color-rendering index expresses how closely a test source can reproduce color in
comparison with a standard source. An index of is perfect rendition Wyszecki and Stiles, The Macbeth Easel
Lamp, designed for use with screening-plate tests, is a widely used illuminant in the United States. The lamp
is mounted in a stand which allows source, plate test, and observer to be in correct spatial relationship. The
daylight filters for the lamp vary slightly but are close to Standard Illuminant C. The Macbeth Daylight
Executive consists of a metal light box that provides diffuse illumination. The various color tests placed in the
box are viewed in correct spatial relationship to the observer. The color test glasses Pokorny et al. The
color-rendering indices for the fluorescent lamps listed in Table are almost as good as those for the filtered
tungsten sources or for the one filtered xenon source. It should be noted that conventional commercially
available fluorescent lamps do not have color-rendering properties equivalent to those of the special lamps
listed in Table The observer, test material, and illuminant should be arranged to allow a comfortable position
during test performance. The observer should be seated at a desk or table. The illuminant should be mounted
above the test material and adjusted to provide even and direct illumination. The distance of the illuminant
from the material determines the level of illuminance and the area of illumination. Plate tests should be
presented at a distance of about 75 cm. Arrangement tests are presented at a distance comfortable for
manipulation about 50 cm. Available in United States from Alfred P. The Nagel Model I anomaloscope was
designed to measure the Rayleigh equation in the general population using spectral lights. The instrument is
designed to present a circular split field. In the lower half, a spectral yellow nm appears. The luminance of the
yellow half can be continuously varied by turning a knob. When this knob is adjusted, the yellow half of the
field varies from dark at scale zero to increasingly brighter yellow as the scale increases. The upper half of the
field is filled with a mixture of spectral yellow-green nm and spectral red nm. The relative proportions of
green and red, from all green through any mixture to all red, can be continuously adjusted by a knob. At scale
zero, the upper field appears yellow-green only spectral yellow-green present. As the knob is adjusted to
higher numbers thereby increasing the proportion of red to green primary in the mixture , the upper field
changes in appearance from yellow-green, to green-yellow, yellow, orange, and finally yellow-red at knob
value 73 only spectral red present. A normal observer can achieve a good color match between the two halves
of the field by adjusting the red-green knob and the yellow luminance knob. The calibration is set at the
factory; the normal match usually occurs between 40 to 50 units of red-green mixture and about 15 units of
yellow. The red and green primary lights have approximately equal luminance. The observer views the split
field through a telescope tube. A focusing barrel on the telescope allows for minor adjustments, which are
accompanied by a 10 percent variation in the field size. The field size in the currently available Nagel ranges
from 1. On the front panel below the telescope tube is a Trendelenburg adapting field for presentation of a
uniform adapting field Illuminant A. The test should be run in darkness or semidarkness. Measurement
requires a skilled and trained person. Instructions written by Linksz accompany the instrument, but no scoring
sheets are available. In the Linksz procedure, the examination starts with a three-minute preadaptation to the
lighted Trendelenburg screen on the front panel of the Nagel Model I. The adaptation light is extinguished,
and the observer is presented with a normal match prepared by the examiner in advance. If asked to comment
on the color appearance, the normal observer and the dichromat will say that the colors look the same or
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appear as shades of the same color. The anomalous trichromat will usually say that the mixture field appears
red deuteranomalous trichromat or green protanomalous trichromat. At this point, some examiners allow the
observer to use both red-green and yellow controls to adjust the two fields to equality. If the normal match, or
one close to it, is accepted the next step is to evaluate the range of acceptable red-green ratio values. For a
normal observer this range will be small between 0 and 5 scale units. The examiner turns the red-green
mixture 5 scale units from the initial match. The observer is asked to adjust the yellow test knob to obtain a
luminance match. In the Nagel Model I anomaloscope, the luminance of the primary lights is approximately
equal for normal and deutan observers. The red-green knob changes only the hue of the mixture field, with
little luminance effect. With minor luminance adjustments, the three or four scale units that constitute the
usual normal range are quickly established for normal trichromats. For a dichromat, a full range of red-green
mixtures is acceptable; for an extreme anomalous trichromat, a very wide range is acceptable.
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of results for "color vision test book" Ishihara Test Chart Books for Color Deficiency 38 Plates latest Edition with usar
manual and One Eye OCCLUDER.

Ishihara Color Test Ishihara Color Test Instructions Plates 1 â€” 17 each contain a number, plates 18 â€” 24
contain one or two wiggly lines. To pass each test you must identify the correct number, or correctly trace the
wiggly lines. Sit approximately 75cm from your monitor, with each circle set at eye level. Preferably have
mild natural light and no glare on your screen. Interior lights and glare can alter the color of the pictures.
Attempt to identify the hidden number or line within 5 seconds then click on the image left mouse button.
Upon left clicking, the answer will be revealed along with an analysis explaining your condition if you got it
wrong. Continue to the next Ishihara test, Complete them all to help gauge your color blindness severity.
Share the test with your friends! You can toggle back and forth between the original plate and the answer by
clicking on the plate itself. Plate 1 and 24 are control tests â€” people with normal vision and all forms of
color blindness should be able to distinguish these. These two plates are particularly useful for identifying
cheeky behaviour when testing children! This test cannot guarantee complete accuracy. Your monitor and
quality loss of online images may affect the original colors used. Should these tests suggest that you may be
color blind, you should seek professional confirmation. You need to have JavaScript enabled to reveal the
answers. For any further problems â€” leave a comment at the bottom of this page: Those with normal color
vision see an 8. Nothing Those with total color blindness see nothing. Those with normal color vision see a
Those with normal color vision see a 5. Those with normal color vision see a 3. Those with normal color
vision see a 6. Nothing The majority of color blind people cannot see this number clearly. Those with normal
color vision see a 7. Nothing People with normal vision or total color blindness should not be able to see any
number. Those with normal color vision should see a Those with normal color vision should be able to trace
along both the purple and red lines. Those with Protanopia red colorblind should be able to trace the purple
line, those with protanomaly weak red vision may be able to trace the red line, with increased difficulty. Those
with Deuteranopia green color blind should be able to trace the red line, those with Deuteranomaly weak green
vision may be able to trace the purple line, with increased difficulty. Those with normal color vision or total
color blindness should be unable to trace the line. Most people with red green color blindness can trace the
wiggly line, depending on the severity of the condition. Those with normal color vision should be able to trace
a green wiggly line. Most people with any form of color blindness will be unable to trace the correct line.
Those with normal color vision should be able to trace an orange wiggly line. Red green color blind people
will trace the blue-green and red line. People with total color blindness will be unable to trace any line. Those
with normal color vision should be able to trace the red and orange wiggly line. Red green color blind people
will trace the red and blue-green wiggly line. Congratulations, you made it to the end! Everyone should be
able to trace this wiggly line. If you found this test useful or interesting, please send this page to your friends.
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But nevertheless this plates are still in use in the absence of any better and still affordable color vision test. Hereafter the
38 Ishihara Plates will be shown. If you would like to take an online test, please visit my collection of Online Color
Blindness Tests.

In the nineteenth century there were major disasters with loss of life in the shipping and railroad industries.
These tragedies were attributed to the failure of engineers to recognize a colored signal. As a result, people
with congenital red-green defects were and still are excluded from positions as pilots or engineers in
commercial air, sea, and rail transport and similar duties in the armed forces. Tests that were developed to
evaluate color vision were both practical and empirical. While the anomaloscope remains the only clinical
method for precise diagnosis of the presumed genetic entities, many tests have been devised for quick,
inexpensive, and efficient screening of the color-defective population. Screening tests are used to identify
individuals who may eventually require more extensive color testing. Their usefulness is in the identification
of such individuals rather than the diagnosis of the color defect. Screening tests are easy to administer and
score and are of modest cost. Rapid Screening of Congenital Red-Green Color Defects Rapid screening of
red-green color defects may be necessary in the military, schools, or transportation and other industries. The
most effective test for rapid screening is one of the validated plate tests designed for this purpose including the
Ishihara, Dvorine, AO H-R-R, and other series of pseudoisochromatic plates that detect about 96 percent of
the cases confirmed by anomaloscope Table It is common to rely on a single test or even on a few selected
plates. It should be noted that some normal subjects read the hidden digits of the Ishihara test; and, of course,
some normal subjects will misread occasional plates. The deuteranomalous trichromat with good
discrimination may pass the majority of a set of plates. We are not aware of any screening test employing
colored slides of transparencies that has been adequately validated. Color reproduction is affected by the type
of film, the illuminant used for photography, the color processing, and the illuminant used to project the
transparency. Color processing to precise standards is very difficult. Although in the future color screening
tests may be produced using colored transparencies, any such test will require adequate spectrophotometric
control as well as validation in the population. Diagnosis of Red-Green Defects Anomaloscopes may be used
for diagnosis of red-green color vision defects. The anomaloscope is the only clinical instrument for diagnosis
and classification of the presumed genetic entities of dichromacy and to both simple and extreme anomalous
trichromacy as defined by Franceschetti Anomaloscope examination is time-consuming, and only a trained
person can use the anomaloscope. The test must include a full examination of the matching range, it is
inappropriate to allow one or two matches. An additional problem is that commercially available
anomaloscopes are very expensive. Plate and arrangement tests are not entirely successful at diagnosis of
congenital red-green defects. The failure of plate tests results from the fixed color relations of figure and
background. There is sufficient variation in the color vision of defective observers that a protan observer may
fail a deutan diagnostic plate or vice versa. Confusion axes on arrangement tests similarly may show
ambiguity. The characteristic error axis on the FM hue test may not occur if the color-defective observer
makes relatively few errors. Recognition of Congenital Blue-Yellow Defects and Achromatopsia Recognition
of congenital blue-yellow defects requires the use of one or more of the tests designed for this purpose.
Normal observers with heavy ocular pigmentation may miss the green symbol on the F2 plate and appear to
show a tritan defect. Failure to perceive the blue symbol usually seen by normal observers and tritans is
indicative of congenital red-green defect. The F2 plate should be used in conjunction with another test.
Recently, van Norren and Went suggested that detection of a blue increment pulse on a yellow background
provides a sensitive and efficient test. The Farnsworth Panel D and the FM hue test are important in
recognition of blue-yellow defects. Evaluation of Acquired Color Vision Defects The detection and
classification of acquired color vision defects may be accomplished by use of an anomaloscope combined with
a test that measures chromatic discrimination. In addition, 8 to 10 percent of males with acquired color defects
have a concomitant congenital color defect; the examiner should be alert to this possibility. Plate tests are of
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variable usefulness in testing acquired color defects. An observer with an acquired color-defect may not give
the expected reading; that is, read the numbers designed for normal or congenitally defective observers;
misreadings may occur. If an observer with reduced visual acuity fails a plate test, the examiner cannot
conclude that there is a specific kind of color defect. Further analysis is necessary. Arrangement tests are of
particular importance in acquired color vision defects. Test Batteries Many examiners decide on a test battery
to fulfill their specific requirements. Choice of a test battery reflects the testing requirements, the availability
of tests, the personal experience of the examiners, and the time available for testing. An example of a test
battery for congenital red-green defects is that designed at the U. The battery includes the use of a set of
plates, lantern, arrangement tests, and an anomaloscope. The battery allows recognition of congenital
red-green color-defective observers and separation of color-defective observers into four categories: The mild
and moderate categories tend to be predominantly simple and extreme anomalous trichromats; the severe and
dichromat categories include individuals who are extreme anomalous trichromats and dichromats. The
correlation is not perfect since chromatic discriminative ability varies widely among anomalous trichromats.
The NSMRL test battery will not necessarily predict the performance of the defective observer on other color
tasks Kinney et al. It was suggested that the Lanthony Desaturated Panel be used when the Farnsworth Panel
D gives normal results or shows only minor errors. This battery allows good differentiation of protanomaly,
protanopia, deuteranomaly, deuteranopia, tritan defect, and achromatopsia. The minimal requirement for an
eye clinic should include a screening test, the Panel D or Lanthony New Color test, the FM hue test, and an
anomaloscope. If the screening test does not include blue-yellow plates, the F 2 plate may be added.
Quantification of Chromatic Discriminative Ability Typically it is not appropriate to use the number of errors
on a screening plate test as a numerical indication of chromatic discriminative ability. Color-defective
observers fail a screening plate because to them the colors in the figure match those of the background. There
is considerable variation among color-defective observers, and the optimal colors for figure and background
will vary among these observers. A color-defective observer with poor chromatic discrimination may make
few errors on a screening plate test because the color vision of his eye differs from that of the observers on
whom the test was optimized. Conversely a color-defective observer with good chromatic discriminative
ability still may fail many of the plates if the colors happen to be optimized for his eye. The Dvorine is one
plate test for which it is specifically recommended that the number of errors in reading the plates gives an
estimate of severity. However, we were not able to find data evaluating the classification of severity on the
Dvorine plates from which the statistic of association, K, might be calculated. The Farnsworth-Munsell hue
test has been used as a quantitative test of chromatic discrimination even though its designer, Dean
Farnsworth, originally suggested only that observers could be specified as showing superior, average, or
inferior chromatic discriminative ability. It is generally accepted that the test involves not only chromatic
discriminative ability but also cognitive parameters, such as concentration, patience, and cooperation. It must
be decided whether to choose only those observers with good discrimination. Such decisions are important
because the exclusion of dichromats, for example, does not ensure that all selected observers will have good
color discrimination. After careful consideration, it may become obvious that not all defective observers need
to be excluded or, alternatively, that it is unnecessary to select only the best for the task. There are professions
and skills in which good discrimination is advantageous but in which a defect is not an insurmountable
handicap. Of course there are situations that require good discrimination, and in these occupations it is
absolutely necessary that only those with good ability be selected. Even when color vision requirements are
known, one must consider the availability of tests, money, and time, and whether the examiner possesses or is
willing to acquire the skills that would enable him or her to administer validly the more complicated tests.
Finally, it may be necessary to design a field test rather than use a clinical color vision test; for example, when
an employee is required to reject a production line item whose color differs from a standard given tolerance
step. Preliminary screening may be used to eliminate observers with congenital defects. Because each clinical
test measures a specific ability, the task required of the color worker must be considered. If the task involves
the perception of small saturation differences, an appropriate test is the Color Aptitude test. If small color
differences must be distinguished, the FM hue test may be used. If the task involves metameric matching, such
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as in color mixing in the textile and printing industries, the anomaloscope should be used. The screening of
candidates for some occupations is performed best by means of specialized field tests that reproduce the actual
conditions encountered on the job. For example, the ability to recognize colored signals is evaluated best by a
field test using signal equipment. It is extremely important, however, that any such field test be standardized.
The same distance, illumination levels, number of stimuli, and so on, should be used for all candidates. The
ability to sort materials by color e. Instructions are provided with many plate and arrangement tests; in most
cases, careful reading of these instructions will provide sufficient information for correct test administration.
Scoring of the FM hue test is somewhat complicated, especially when error scores are high. The manual
accompanying the test, however, provides ample instruction. Plotting the errors is somewhat easier using the
technique described by Kinnear Lantern tests are designed for easy administration. The major exception
among clinical tests is the anomaloscope: Anomaloscope examination should not be attempted by unskilled
personnel. The procedures detailed in the section on anomaloscopes in Chapter 3 must be followed. Even
when the instruction manual for a given test is understood, there are a number of precautions that personnel
must follow: Use a standard procedure. Standardized procedures and conditions must always be used during
administration of clinical tests, such as the FM hue test, pseudoisochromatic plates, or the anomaloscope. The
level and type of illumination must be constant. A fixed set of verbal instructions must be read to the observer,
since variation in instruction might bias responses. The use of color names should be avoided. Use of a
standard procedure allows comparisons to be made between data collected by examiners in other clinics or
even by the same examiner on different occasions. Recommended procedures for each test are detailed in
Chapter 3. Follow scoring instructions carefully. The test must be scored according to the instructions that
accompany the test. The score sheet should contain the following type of information: For plate tests, a sample
scoring sheet may be provided; if not, one must be designed. In addition to the information above, a scoring
sheet should include a place to record the response to each plate.
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